Cryptic 024 by Leucine
Across
1 Nutrition ignition:
starter of bananas
consumed by fire
(6)
4 Where you go
floppy with poppy?:
Dominicans - I
hesitate - retreat
(5,3)
9 Get equipment
shipment: rebuff
opportunist thief (6)
10 Floater for boater:
lifts Eve when
rough (4,4)
11 Abate weight:
concerning
Mussolini..... (6)
12 Rocket? Unlock it!
Balkan sets off
affray, regularly
(5,3)
13 Ethereal, a tad
funereal: like
Feyenoord's front
three? (3)
14 Start to depart: at
least six games
dismissed (3,3)
17 Wall (not small): in
Kabul war, key
bastion (7)
21 Curd, snappers'
word: Guevara's
tongue, perhaps? (6)
25 Ring king: victor in
Thrilla goes back as
venue closes (3)
26 Furry in full moon
hurry: we are
joining extremes of
weirdo leitmotif (8)
27 Dystopian disaster
forecaster: foremost,
often regarded with
esteem, literary lion
(6)
28 Aglow, all go: select
two to start from
vibrant, gorgeous,
robust, useful (8)
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29 Snaps with apps:
scored when
recompiling (6)
30 Stayer, no goawayer: QE2,
perhaps, with halfGerman aboard (8)
31 Not much, a touch:
digs me out (6)
Down
1 Stout redoubt: refs,
sort out! (8)
2 Puts snakebite right:
detain to beat up (8)
3 Critique clique:
reserve driver,
perhaps? (4,4)
5 Purely demurely:
travel regularly
round edge (6)
6 Restive, not festive:
in misfortune, a
synonym (6)

7 App on my Dell,
devil to spell: Matt
ingests drug (6)
8 Apprise and advise:
if Tony is uncertain
(6)
12 Rhyme from Saxon
time: westbound
winter bug with web
holding nothing (7)
15 Boy King with
famed bling:
substitutionary, at
heart (3)
16 Line penned with
bend: toxophile
misses her (3)
18 Where Blue and
White unite: mark
thou, reconsider! (8)
19 Generic cleric:
worship at front
doors of NotreDame? (8)

20 Once chic, now up a
creek: last month,
girl came before
Elizabeth the First
(8)
22 Whirl, twirl: swell
gets IV injection but
loses foot (6)
23 Often displayed in
Chinese parade:
Bradman plays
around Joplin
delivery (6)
24 Sudden steer, more
of a veer: Bush 43
in point-opener (6)
25 Real appeal:
burning laurel (6)

